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Degree competences to which the subject contributes

Specific:
2. The ability to solve mathematical problems that may arise in an engineering context. The ability to apply knowledge of linear algebra; geometry; differential geometry; differential and integral calculus; differential and partial differential equations; numerical methods; numerical algorithms; statistics and optimisation

Transversal:
1. THIRD LANGUAGE. Learning a third language, preferably English, to a degree of oral and written fluency that fits in with the future needs of the graduates of each course.

Teaching methodology

The course is developed by the use of:

- Lecture sessions.
- Problem-solving classes (case studies and exercises).
- Self-study which includes exercises and activities.
- A project

Learning objectives of the subject

Optimization is the art and science of allocating scarce resources to the best possible effect. Optimization techniques are called into play every day in industrial planning problems, industrial design, resource allocation, scheduling, decision-making, etc. For example: how does an airliner know how to route its planes and schedule its crews at minimum cost; while meeting constraints on airplane flight hours between maintenance and maximum flight time for crews? Another example could be how to schedule body cars into a painting line such as the planned production can be achieved?

The main goals of this course will be:

1. recognize problems that can be tackled using the tools of applied optimization,
2. formulate optimization problems correctly and appropriately,
3. solve optimization problems, primarily by selecting and applying the correct solvers.
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These abilities will be especially useful as the world becomes more complex and computer-focused.

### Study load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total learning time: 75h</th>
<th>Hours large group:</th>
<th>30h</th>
<th>40.00%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self study:</td>
<td>45h</td>
<td>60.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Content

#### Module 1: Introduction

**Learning time:** 12h 30m
- Theory classes: 5h
- Self study: 7h 30m

**Description:**
Optimization application areas. Introduction to methods, models and tools for the optimization of industrial processes.

#### Module 2: Modeling and optimization of industrial processes

**Learning time:** 62h 30m
- Theory classes: 25h
- Self study: 37h 30m

### Qualification system

\[ N_{\text{final}} = 0.5 \times \text{Ex} + 0.5 \times \text{Fe} \]

- Ex: individual and group exercises
- Fe: final exam at the end of the course (individual grade)

All students unable to attend or failing the final exam will have the option of repeating it at the end of the semester.

### Regulations for carrying out activities

Ex: Some evaluation exercises will be done in the class
Fe: will be a written exam
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